CHAPTER

6

No-Arbitrage Price Relations: Options

he purpose of this chapter is to develop no-arbitrage price relations for
option contracts. Unlike forwards and futures, options provide the right, but
not the obligation, to buy or sell the underlying asset at a specified price. The
right to buy is a call option, the right to sell is a put. The price at which the
underlying asset is bought (in the case of a call) or sold (in the case of a put) is
called the exercise price or strike price of the option.
In this chapter, the assumption that two perfect substitutes have the same
price is again applied. In the absence of costless arbitrage opportunities, options
have three types of no-arbitrage price relations—lower bounds, put-call parity
relations, and intermarket relations.1 Each type of relation is developed in turn,
for both European- and American-style options2 and under both the continuous
rate and discrete flow net cost of carry assumptions. Before deriving the no-arbitrage price relations for options, however, we focus on clearly distinguishing
between the characteristics of option and forward contracts.

T

OPTIONS AND FORWARDS
Options differ from forwards in two key respects. First, the net cost of carry of
a forward contract is zero since it involves no investment outlay. An option, on
the other hand, involves investment. An option buyer pays the option premium
for the right to buy or sell the underlying asset, and, like the buyer of any other
asset, faces carry costs. For an option, however, the only carry cost is interest.
Holding an option neither produces income like a dividend-paying stock nor
requires storage costs like a commodity (i.e., a physical asset).
The effects of carry costs on the terminal profit functions of forward and
option contracts are shown in Figures 6.1 through 6.3. The profit from a long
forward position at expiration is
1

Much of the material used in this chapter was drawn from Stoll and Whaley (1986).
European-style options can be exercised only on expiration day, while American-style options can be exercised at any time up to and including the expiration day. Both types of options
are traded on exchanges and in OTC markets.
2
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FIGURE 6.1 Terminal profit of long and short forward positions.
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FIGURE 6.2 Terminal profit of long and short call positions.
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FIGURE 6.3 Terminal profit of long and short put positions.
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π long forward, T = S T – f
On the other hand, the profit from a long call position is

(6.1)
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π long call, T


rT
 S T – X – ce , if S T ≥ X
= 
 – ce rT ,
if S T < X


(6.2)

and from a long put position is

π long put, T


rT
if S T ≥ X
 – pe ,
= 
 X – S T – pe rT , if S T < X


(6.3)

All notation used in (6.1) through (6.3) is as defined in Chapter 4, except c and
p, which are the prices of a European-style call and put, respectively, and X,
which is the exercise price or strike price of the option. Note that the profit
functions for the long call and the long put (6.2) and (6.3) reflect the fact that
the initial option premiums, c and p, are carried forward until the option’s expiration at the risk-free interest rate. We have lost the opportunity cost of the
funds we tied up in buying the option. Conversely, short call and short put positions (i.e., πshort call,T = –πlong call,T and πshort put,T = –πlong put,T) reflect the fact
that the option seller receives the premium payment and invests the cash at the
risk-free interest rate. The profit function of a long forward position (6.1) has
no interest component since the forward price is a promised payment on day T
rather than a cash outlay today.
The second key difference between forwards and options is that the buyer of
a forward is obliged to buy the underlying asset at expiration, independent of
whether or not the terminal asset price is greater than or less than the initial forward price. The buyer of an option, on the other hand, is not obliged to buy or
sell the underlying asset, but will do so only when it is profitable. The profit
function for the long call position (6.2), for example, shows that the option is
exercised only when ST ≥ X. If ST < X, the call option buyer chooses not to exercise, forfeiting only his original investment plus carry costs, cerT. The limited liability feature of the long call and long put positions are illustrated in Figures
6.2a and 6.3a, respectively. In the interest of completeness, the short positions
in the respective instruments are illustrated in Figures 6.1b through 6.3b.
The profit functions of the call and the put show a certain complementarity
to the profit function of a forward. Suppose we buy a call and sell a put at the
same exercise price. The profit function for the overall position is

π c, T – π p, T


rT
rT
 S T – X – ce + pe , if S T ≥ X
= 
 S T – X – ce rT – pe rT , if S T < X

= S T – X – ce

rT

– pe

rT
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Now, suppose that we chose the exercise price of the options such that X = f – cerT
+ perT. The profit functions of the option portfolio and the long forward position will be exactly the same. If we buy the option portfolio and sell the forward
contract, the terminal value of the overall position must 0. In the absence of
costless arbitrage opportunities, the current value of the position must also be
equal to 0, and, therefore, the call and put prices must be equal. Buying the call
and selling the put (with the exercise price defined as above) is a perfect substitute for buying a forward. Viewed in this way, we can see that we were slightly
imprecise in Chapter 1 when we said that there are only two basic types of
derivatives—a forward and an option. Fact of the matter is that we can construct virtually any derivatives contract from any of the following pairs of basic
instruments (1) a forward and a call, (2) a forward and a put, and (3) a call and
a put.

CONTINUOUS RATES
In Chapter 4, the modeling of net carry costs was described in detail. Under the
continuous rate assumption, both interest cost and noninterest costs/benefits are
modeled as continuous rates. Under the discrete flow assumption, interest cost is
modeled as a continuous rate but noninterest costs/benefits are modeled as discrete cash flows. This section relies on the continuous rate assumption. The
interest carry cost rate is represented by the notation r, and the noninterest carry
benefit/cost rate is i. If the asset holder receives income from holding the asset
such as the dividend yield on a stock portfolio or interest on a foreign currency
investment, the income rate is positive (i.e., i > 0). If the asset holder pays costs
in addition to interest in order to hold the asset (e.g., storage costs of holding a
physical commodity), the income rate is negative (i.e., i < 0). Where i = 0, the
only cost of carry is interest. As noted earlier in this section, the net cost of carry
of an option is simply the interest rate.

Lower Price Bound of European-Style Call
Under the continuous rate assumption, the lower price bound of a Europeanstyle call option is
c ≥ max ( 0, Se

– iT

– Xe

– rT

)

(6.4)

The reason that the call price must be greater or equal to 0 is obvious—we do
not have to be paid to take on a privilege. The reason the call price must exceed
Se–iT – Xe–rT is less obvious and is derived by means of an arbitrage portfolio.
Suppose we form a portfolio by selling e–iT units of the underlying asset3 and
3

Recall that under the continuous cost of carry rate assumption, the continuously paid income received from holding the asset is immediately reinvested in more units of the asset, so
that e–iT units on day 0 grows to one unit on day T. For a short asset position, the reverse
applies in the sense that our liability (in terms of number of units owed) grows at rate i.
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buying a European-style call. In addition, to make sure that we have enough
cash on hand to exercise the call at expiration, we buy Xe–rT in risk-free bonds.
The initial investment and terminal values of these positions are shown in Table
6.1. On day T, the net terminal value of the portfolio depends on whether the
asset price is above or below the exercise price. If the asset price is less than the
exercise price (i.e., ST < X), we let the call expire worthless. We then use the
risk-free bonds to buy one unit of the asset to cover the short sale obligation.
What remains is X – S̃ T , which we know is greater than 0. If the asset price is
greater than or equal to the exercise price (i.e., ST ≥ X), we exercise the call.
This requires a cash payment of X. Fortunately we have exactly that amount on
hand in the form of risk-free bonds. The unit of the asset that we receive upon
exercising the call is used to retire the short sale obligation. In this case, the net
terminal value is certain to be 0.
What are the implications of this strategy? Well, we have formed a portfolio
that is certain to have a terminal value of at least 0. In the absence of costless
arbitrage opportunities, this implies that the greatest initial value is 0. More
simply, we cannot reasonably expect to collect money at the outset without risk
of loss. In the absence of costless arbitrage opportunities, Se–iT – Xe–rT – c ≤ 0.
Hence, a lower price bound for the European-style call is c ≥ Se–iT – Xe–rT.4
In general, the lower price bound of an option is called its intrinsic value,
and the difference between the option’s market value (price)5 and its intrinsic
value is called its time value. Thus a European-style call has an intrinsic value of
max(0,Se–iT – Xe–rT) and a time value of c – max(0,Se–iT – Xe–rT). This chapter
deals with identifying intrinsic values by virtue of no-arbitrage arguments. The
next chapter uncovers the determinants of time value.
TABLE 6.1

Arbitrage portfolio trades supporting lower price bound of European-style call
option where the underlying asset has a continuous net carry rate, c ≥ Se–iT – Xe–rT.
Value on Day T
Initial Investment

ST < X

ST ≥ X

Sell asset
Buy call option
Buy risk-free bonds

Se–iT
–c
–Xe–rT

– S̃ T
0
X

– S̃ T
S̃ T – X
X

Net portfolio value

Se–iT – Xe–rT – c

X – S̃ T

0

Trades

4

It is also worthwhile to note that the lower price bound of the call can be reexpressed relative
to the forward/futures prices. In Chapter 4, we developed the net cost of carry relation, fe–rT
= Se–iT (see equation (4.5)). Substituting the cost of carry relation into (6.4), c ≥ max(0,fe–rt –
Xe–rT).
5
The distinction between value and price is subtle, but important. A price is what we observe
for the security in the marketplace; a value is what we believe a security is worth. If the value
exceeds the price, the security is underpriced, and, if the value is less than the price, the security
is overpriced.
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ILLUSTRATION 6.1 Examine lower price bound of European-style call option.
Suppose a three-month European-style call option written on a stock index portfolio has
an exercise price of 70 and a market price of 4.25. Suppose also the current index level is
75, the portfolio’s dividend yield rate is 4%, and the risk-free rate of interest is 5%. Is a
costless arbitrage profit possible?
To test for the possibility of a costless arbitrage profit, substitute the problem parameters into the lower price bound (6.4), that is,
4.25 < max [ 0, 75e

– 0.04 ( 3 ⁄ 12 )

– 70e

– 0.05 ( 3 ⁄ 12 )

] = 5.12

Since the lower bound relation is violated, a costless arbitrage profit of at least 5.12 – 4.25
= 0.87 is possible. Since the violation may result from either the call being underpriced or
the asset being overpriced, the arbitrage requires buying the call and selling the asset.6 The
appropriate arbitrage trades are provided in Table 6.1. Substituting the prices and rates,
Value at Time T
Initial Investment

ST < 70

ST ≥ 70

Sell index portfolio
Buy call option
Buy risk-free bonds

74.25
–4.25
–69.13

– S̃ T
0
70

– S̃ T
S̃ T – 70
70

Net portfolio value

0.87

Trades

70 – S̃ T

0

In examining the net portfolio value, note that you (a) earn an immediate profit of 0.87,
and (b) have the potential of earning even more if the index level is below 70 at the
option’s expiration. If prices in the market were actually configured at such levels, you
should expect that buying pressure on the call and selling pressure on the index portfolio
would very quickly return the market to equilibrium. In the absence of costless arbitrage
– iT
– rT
opportunities, c ≥ Se
– Xe .

Lower Price Bound of American-Style Call
American-style options are like European-style options except that they can be
exercised at any time up to and including the expiration day. Since this additional right cannot have a negative value, the relation between the prices of
American-style and European-style call options is
C≥c

(6.5)

where the upper case C represents the price of an American-style call option
with the same exercise price and time to expiration and on the same underlying
6

Note that we are not making any judgment on whether the call price is too high or too low
per se. We are saying only that the call is incorrectly priced (in this case it is priced too low)
relative to the price of the underlying asset. To execute the arbitrage, we must trade both the
call and the underlying asset, so that we make money when their prices come back into line
relative to each other. In this example, the prices come back into line with each other for certain at the option’s expiration.
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asset as the European-style call. The lower price bound of an American-style call
option is
C ≥ max ( 0, Se

– iT

– Xe

– rT

, S – X)

(6.6)

This is the same as the lower price bound of the European-style call (6.4), except
that the term S – X is added within the maximum value operator on the righthand side. The reason is, of course, that the American-style call cannot sell for
less than its immediate early exercise proceeds, S – X. If C < S – X, a costless
arbitrage profit of S – X – C can be earned by simultaneously buying the call
(and exercising it) and selling the asset.
ILLUSTRATION 6.2 Examine lower price bound of American-style call option.
Suppose a three-month American-style call option written on a stock index portfolio has
an exercise price of 70 and a market price of 4.25. Suppose also the current index level is
75, the portfolio’s dividend yield rate is 4%, and the risk-free rate of interest is 5%. Is a
costless arbitrage profit possible?
To test for the possibility of a costless arbitrage profit, substitute the problem information into (6.6), that is,
4.25 < max [ 0, 75e

– 0.04 ( 3 ⁄ 12 )

– 70e

– 0.05 ( 3 ⁄ 12 )

, 75 – 70 ] = max ( 0, 5.12, 5 ) = 5.12

At the current call price of 4.25, two types of arbitrage are possible. A costless arbitrage
profit of 5.00 – 4.25 = 0.75 is possible simply by buying the call, exercising it, and selling
the asset. The amount of this arbitrage profit, however, is less than the arbitrage profit of
at least 5.12 – 4.25 = 0.87 that can be earned by buying the call, selling the asset, buying
risk-free bonds, and holding the portfolio until the call’s expiration, as was shown in the
arbitrage table of Illustration 6.1. Under this second alternative, you earn an immediate
profit of 0.87, and have the potential of earning even more if the asset price is below 70
at the option’s expiration.

Early Exercise of American-Style Call Options
The structure of the lower price bound of the American-style call (6.6) can used
to provide important insight regarding the possibility of early exercise. The second term in the squared brackets, Se–iT – Xe–rT, is the minimum price at which
the call can be sold in the marketplace.7 The third term is the value of the American-style if it is exercised immediately. If the value of the second term is greater
than the third term (for a certain set of call options), the call’s price in the marketplace will be always exceed its exercise proceeds so it will never be optimal
to exercise the call early.
7

To exit a long position in an American-style call option, we have three alternatives. First, we
can hold it to expiration, at which time we will (a) let it expire worthless if it is out of the money or (b) exercise it if it is in the money. Second, we can exercise it immediately, receiving the
difference between the current asset price and the exercise price. Third, we can sell it in the
marketplace. There is, after all, an active secondary market for standard calls and puts.
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To identify this set of calls, we must examine the conditions under which the
relation
Se

– iT

– Xe

– rT

>S–X

holds. The job is easier if we rearrange the relation to read
S(e

– iT

– 1 ) > –X ( 1 – e

– rT

)

(6.7)

Since the risk-free interest rate is positive, the expression of the right-hand side
is negative. If the left-hand side is positive or zero, the call option holder can
always get more by selling his option in the marketplace than by exercising it; so
early exercise will never be optimal and the value of the American-style call is
equal to the value of the European-style call, C = c. This condition is met for
calls whose underlying asset has a negative or zero noninterest carry rate, i ≤ 0.
The intuition for this result can be broken down into two components—
interest cost, r, and noninterest benefit (i.e., i > 0) or cost (i.e., i < 0). With
respect to interest cost, recognize that exercising the call today requires that we
pay X today. If we defer exercise until the call’s expiration, on the other hand,
we have the opportunity to earn interest (i.e., our liability is only the present
value of the exercise cost, Xe–rT). So, holding other factors constant, we always
have an incentive to defer exercise.8 With respect to the noninterest costs, recall
that assets with i < 0 are typically physical assets that require storage. If we
exercise a call written on such an asset, we must take delivery, whereupon we
immediately begin to incur storage costs. If we defer exercise, on the other hand,
and continue to hold the claim on the asset rather than the asset itself, we avoid
paying storage costs. Thus, where i < 0, there are two reasons not to exercise
early. But even if storage costs are zero (i.e., with i = 0), condition (6.7) holds
since the interest cost incentive remains.
For American-style call options on assets with i > 0 (e.g., stock index portfolio with a nonzero dividend yield and foreign currencies with a nonzero foreign
interest rate), on the other hand, early exercise may be optimal. The intuition is
that, while there remains the incentive to defer exercise and earn interest on the
exercise price, deferring exercise means forfeiting the income on the underlying
asset (e.g., the dividend yield on a stock index portfolio). The only way to capture this income is by exercising the call and taking delivery of the asset. For
American-style call options on assets with i > 0, early exercise may be optimal
and, therefore, C > c.

Lower Price Bound of European-Style Put
The lower price bound of a European-style put option is

8

This point was first demonstrated by Merton (1973) for call options on nondividend-paying
stocks. He refers to such options are being worth more “alive” than “dead.”
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TABLE 6.2

Arbitrage portfolio trades supporting lower price bound of European-style put
option where the underlying asset has a continuous net carry rate, p ≥ Xe–rT – Se–iT.
Value on Day T
Trades

Initial Investment

ST < X

ST ≥ X

Buy asset
Buy call option
Sell risk-free bonds

–Se–iT
–p
Xe–rT

S̃ T
X – S̃ T
–X

S̃ T
0
–X

Net portfolio value

Xe–rT – Se–iT – p

0

S̃ T – X

p ≥ max ( 0, Xe

– rT

– Se

– iT

)

(6.8)

Again, the reason that the option price must be greater or equal to 0 is obvious—
we do not have to be paid to take on a privilege. The reason the put price must
– rT
– iT
exceed the bound, Xe
– Se , is given by the arbitrage trade portfolio in Table
–iT
6.2. If we buy e units of the asset and a put, and sell Xe–rT risk-free bonds, the net
terminal value of the portfolio is certain to be greater than or equal to 0. If the asset
price is less than or equal to the exercise price at the option’s expiration (i.e., ST ≤
X), we will exercise the put, delivering the asset and receiving X in cash. We will
then use the exercise proceeds X to cover our risk-free borrowing obligation. In the
event the asset price is greater than the exercise price (i.e., ST ≤ X), we will consider
the put expire worthless. We still need to cover our risk-free borrowing, which we
do by selling the asset. After repaying our debt, we have S̃ T – X remaining.
ILLUSTRATION 6.3 Examine lower price bound of European-style put option.
Suppose a three-month European-style put option written on a stock index portfolio has
an exercise price of 70 and a market price of 8.80. Suppose also the current index level is
61, the portfolio’s dividend yield rate is 4%, and the risk-free rate of interest is 5%. Is a
costless arbitrage profit possible?
To test for the possibility of a costless arbitrage profit, substitute the problem parameters into the lower price bound (6.8),
8.80 > max [ 0, 70e

– 0.05 ( 3 ⁄ 12 )

– 61e

– 0.04 ( 3 ⁄ 12 )

] = 8.74

At the current price of 8.80, the no-arbitrage condition (6.8) holds, so no costless arbitrage opportunity exists.

Lower Price Bound for American-Style Put
An American-style put has an early exercise privilege, which means that the
relation between the prices of American-style and European-style put options is
P≥p

(6.9)
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where upper case P represents the price of an American-style put option with
the same exercise price, time to expiration and underlying asset as the European-style put. The lower price bound of an American-style put option is
p ≥ max ( 0, Xe

– rT

– Se

– iT

, X – S)

(6.10)

This is the same as the lower price bound of the European-style put (6.8), except
that, because the American-style put may be exercised at any time including now,
the exercise proceeds, X – S, is added within the maximum value operator on the
right-hand side. If P < X – S, a costless arbitrage profit of X – S – P can be earned
by simultaneously buying the put (and exercising it) and buying the asset.
ILLUSTRATION 6.4 Examine lower price bound of American-style put option.
Suppose a three-month American-style put option written on a stock index portfolio has
an exercise price of 70 and a market price of 8.80. Suppose also the current index level is
61, the portfolio’s dividend yield rate is 4%, and the risk-free rate of interest is 5%. Is a
costless arbitrage profit possible?
To test for the possibility of a costless arbitrage profit, substitute the problem information into (6.10), that is,
8.80 < max [ 0, 70e

– 0.05 ( 3 ⁄ 12 )

– 61e

– 0.04 ( 3 ⁄ 12 )

, 70 – 61 ] = max ( 0, 8.74, 9.00 ) = 9.00

At the current price of 8.80, the no-arbitrage relation (6.10) is violated, indicating the
presence of a costless arbitrage opportunity. Since it is the early exercise condition (third
term) on the right-hand-side that is violated, you should buy the put (and exercise it) and
buy the index portfolio. You would pay 8.80 for the put and 61 for the index portfolio,
and receive 70 when you deliver the index portfolio upon exercising the put. The amount
of the arbitrage profit is 0.20 and is earned immediately.

Early Exercise of American-Style Put Options
In the case of an American-style call, we found that if the underlying asset had
carry costs or and above interest (e.g., storage), the call option holder would
never (rationally) exercise early. In the case of an American-style put, no comparable condition exists.9 There is always some prospect of early exercise, so the
American-style put is always worth more than the European-style put, that is, P
> p. The intuition is straightforward. Suppose, for whatever reason, the asset
price falls to 0. The put option holder should exercise immediately. There is no
chance that the asset price will fall further, so delaying exercise means forfeiting
the interest income that can be earned on the exercise proceeds of the put, X.
The interest-induced, early-exercise incentive works in exactly the opposite way
for the put than it did for the call. For the put, we want to exercise early to get
the cash and let it begin to earn interest. For the call, we want to defer exercise
and let the cash continue to earn interest.
9

In the expression on the right-hand side of (6.10), the third term is greater than the second
term over some range for S, independent of the level of i.
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Put-Call Parity for European-Style Options
Perhaps the most important no-arbitrage price relation for options is put-call
parity.10 The put-call parity price relation arises from the simultaneous trades in
the call, the put, and the asset. Put-call parity for European-style options is
given by
c – p = Se

– iT

– Xe

– rT

(6.11)

The composition of the put-call parity arbitrage portfolio is given in Table 6.3.
A portfolio that consists of a long position of e–iT units of the asset, a long put,
a short call, and a short position of Xe–rT in risk-free bonds is certain to have a
net terminal value of 0. If the terminal asset price is less than or equal to the
exercise price of the options (i.e., ST ≤ X), we exercise the put and deliver the
asset. The cash proceeds from exercise are used to repay our debt. The call
option is out-of-the-money, so the call option holder will let it expire worthless.
On the other hand, if the terminal asset price exceeds the exercise price (i.e., ST
> X), we will let our put expire worthless. The call option holder will exercise,
requiring that we deliver a unit of the asset, which we just happen to have.11
The call option holder pays us X, which we use to retire our risk-free borrowings. Since the net terminal portfolio value is zero, the cost of entering into such
a portfolio today must also be 0, otherwise costless arbitrage would be possible.
If the initial investment is 0, the put-call parity relation (6.11) holds.
The set of arbitrage trades spelled out in Table 6.3 (i.e., buy the asset, buy
the put, sell the call, and sell risk-free bonds) is called a conversion. If all of the
trades are reversed (i.e., sell the asset, sell the put, buy the call, and buy risk-free
bonds), it is called a reverse conversion. These names arise from the fact that we
can create any position in the asset, options, or risk-free bonds by trading (or
converting) the remaining securities, in the same manner we used a call and a
TABLE 6.3

Arbitrage portfolio trades for European-style put-call parity where the
underlying asset has a continuous net carry rate, c – p = Se–iT – Xe–rT.
Value at Time T
Trades

Initial Investment

ST < X

ST ≥ X

Buy asset
Buy put option
Sell call option
Sell risk-free bonds

–Se–iT
–p
c
Xe–rT

S̃ T
X – S̃ T
0
–X

S̃ T
0
– ( S̃ T – X )
–X

Net portfolio value

Xe–rT – Se–iT – p + c

10

0

0

The term, “put-call parity,” was first coined by Stoll (1969) in the first academic study to
develop and test the relation.
11
If we buy a put option, we pay the premium today for the right to sell the underlying asset
at the exercise price. If we sell the put, we collect the premium today but have the obligation
to deliver the asset and receive the exercise price if the put option buyer chooses to exercise.
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TABLE 6.4

Perfect substitutes implied by European-style put-call parity.
Position 1

Position 2

Buy asset/buy put/sell call
Buy asset/buy put/sell risk-free bonds
Sell asset/buy call/buy risk-free bonds
Sell put/buy call/buy risk-free bonds

=
=
=
=

Buy risk-free bonds (lend)
Buy call
Buy put
Buy asset

Sell asset/sell put/buy call
Sell asset/sell put/buy risk-free bonds
Buy asset/sell call/sell risk-free bonds
Buy put/sell call/sell risk-free bonds

=
=
=
=

Sell risk-free bonds (borrow)
Sell call
Sell put
Sell asset

put to create a forward contract at the beginning of the chapter. Table 6.4 provides a complete list of the conversions that are possible using the put-call parity
relation for European-style options. The first row says that buying the asset,
buying a put, and selling a call is equivalent to buying risk-free bonds. We can
check this by creating an arbitrage trade table, or by simply working through it
mentally. If the asset price is less than the exercise price at expiration, we will
exercise our put and sell the asset. If the asset price is greater than the exercise
price, the call option holder will exercise, requiring that we deliver the asset. In
both cases, we are certain to have X in cash when all is said and done. This is
the same as the amount we would have had if we bought risk-free bonds.
ILLUSTRATION 6.5 Examine put-call parity for European-style options.
Suppose that a three-month call and put with an exercise price of 70 have prices of 5.00
and 4.50, respectively. Suppose also that the current level of the index portfolio underlying the options is 70, the index portfolio has a dividend yield rate of 3%, and the riskfree rate of interest is 5%. Is a costless arbitrage profit possible?
To test for the possibility of a costless arbitrage profit, substitute the problem parameters into the put-call parity relation (6.11),
5.00 – 4.50 = 0.50 > 70e–0.03(3/12) – 70e–0.05(3/12) = 0.34
Since the equation does not hold, a costless arbitrage profit is possible. Since the violation may result from either the call being overpriced, the put being underpriced, or the
asset being underpriced, the arbitrage will require all three trades: selling the call, buying
the put, and buying the asset. Using the trades as set out in Table 6.3, you get:
Value at Time T
Initial Investment

ST < 70

ST ≥ 70

Buy asset
Buy put option
Sell call option
Sell risk-free bonds

–69.48
–4.50
5.00
69.13

S̃ T
S̃ T – 70
0
–70

S̃ T
0
– ( S̃ T – 70 )
–70

Net portfolio value

0.16

0

0

Trades
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By forming this portfolio, you generate a costless arbitrage profit of 0.16. The buying
pressure on the index portfolio and the put will cause their prices to rise, and the selling
pressure on the call will cause its price to fall. The arbitrage trading will stop when the
initial value investment column sums to zero (i.e., the costless arbitrage opportunity
ceases to exist), or where c – p = Se–iT – Xe–rT.

ILLUSTRATION 6.6 A “Sage” entrepreneur.
Russell Sage, one of the great railroad speculators of the 1800s, understood the concept
of put-call parity all too well. He used it to circumvent usury laws in the United States.12
Among other ventures, Sage was in the business of making loans. The structure of his
“loans” had three key features. First, Sage required that the borrower post stock as collateral for the loan, with the maximum loan amount being equal to the prevailing stock
price. Second, in order to protect himself from a drop in the stock price, Sage demanded
that the borrower provide a written guarantee stating that Sage could sell the stock back
to the borrower at the original stock price. Third, Sage insisted that the borrower pay a
cash premium for the right to buy back the stock at its original price. On face appearance, the borrower has an interest-free loan (i.e., he borrows S and repays S). But, such is
not the case. The call option that the borrower is required to buy embeds the interest
cost. Conveniently for Sage, usury laws did not apply to implicit interest rates.
Impressed by Sage’s clever scheme, you decide to engage in the same line of business.
A borrower approaches you and asks for a six-month loan based on 50,000 shares of
ABC, Inc. ABC currently trades at $120 a share, so you are willing to provide up to $6
million, conditional upon the borrower giving you temporary ownership of the shares.
Also under the terms of the agreement, you have the right to sell back the shares to the
borrower at the end of 6 months at the original share price of $120. This protects you in
the event the share price falls. Finally, you insist that the borrower pay you for the right
to buy back the shares at $120. Indeed, it must be the borrower’s expectation that the
share price will be above $120 at the end of 6 months, otherwise he would simply have
sold the shares at the outset. For this privilege, you charge the borrower $10 a share.
Compute the embedded interest rate on this loan arrangement.
At the outset, you are out-of-pocket $110 a share (i.e., the share price less the call premium) on 50,000 shares or $5,500,000. At the end of the loan’s life, the agreement’s contingencies depend on whether the share price is less than or greater than $120. If it is less
than $120, you will exercise your right to “put” the stock back to the borrower at $120 a
share. The borrower pays $6,000,000, and you return the shares. If the share price is
greater than $120, the borrower will exercise his call option. You deliver the 50,000 shares
and receive exercise proceeds in the amount of $6,000,000. Either way, you get $6,000,000
in 6 months on an investment of $5,500,000 today. Your implied, continuously-compounded rate of return on investment is
ln ( 6,000,000 ⁄ 5,500,000 )
------------------------------------------------------------------0.5
or 17.40%.

12

This anecdote was drawn from Gastineau (1988, p.15).
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Put-Call Parity for American-Style Options
The early exercise feature of American-style options complicates the put-call
parity relation. The nature of the relation depends on the level of noninterest
costs/benefits, i. Specifically, the put-call parity relations are
– Xe

– rT

– X ≤ C – P ≤ S – Xe

– rT

S – X ≤ C – P ≤ Se

– iT

if i ≤ 0

(6.12a)

if i > 0

(6.12b)

and
Se

– iT

Each inequality in (6.12a) and in (6.12b) has a separate set of arbitrage trades.
To illustrate, consider (6.12b), the case in which the asset pays some form of
income, say, a stock index portfolio with a constant dividend yield rate, or a foreign currency with a constant foreign risk-free rate of interest. To establish the
left-hand side inequality of (6.12b), consider the arbitrage portfolio trades in
Table 6.5. To generate the table entries, assume the left-hand side inequality of
(6.12b) is reversed. This means the asset price is overpriced, the put is overpriced, and/or the call is underpriced. Thus, the arbitrage portfolio must account
for all three possibilities. We should sell the asset, sell the put, buy the call, and
buy some risk-free bonds. At the options’ expiration, the portfolio is certain to
have positive value X(erT – 1). If ST < X, the put option holder exercises, requiring that we pay X in return for a unit of the underlying asset. We pay the exercise
price using a portion of our risk-free bonds, and use the delivered asset to cover
our short position. On the other hand, if ST ≥ X, we exercise the call and receive
the asset. The asset delivered on the call is used to cover the short position. We
use some of the risk-free bonds to pay for the exercise price of the call.
The early exercise feature of the American-style options requires that we
consider one other contingency within the arbitrage table, that is, what happens
if the put option holder decides to exercise early at some arbitrary time t
between now and expiration. Looking at Table 6.5, we see that our obligation
TABLE 6.5

Arbitrage portfolio trades supporting American-style put-call parity where the
underlying asset has a continuous net carry rate, Se–iT – X < C – P.

Trades

Initial
Investment

Early Exercise
at t

Sell asset
Sell put option
Buy call option
Buy risk-free bonds

Se–iT
P
–C
–X

– S̃ t e
– ( X – S̃ t )
C̃ t
XerT

Net portfolio value

Se–iT + P – C – X

S̃ t [ 1 – e

Value on Day T
ST < X

ST ≥ X

–i ( T – t )

– S̃ T
– ( X – S̃ T )
0
XerT

– S̃ T
0
S̃ T – X
XerT

–i ( T – t )

rT
] + C̃ t X(e – 1)

+ X(e

rT

– 1)

X(erT – 1)
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should the put be exercised early is – ( X – S̃ t ) . But since we have Xert in risk-free
bonds, we have more than enough to cover the payment of X to the put option
holder. In return, we receive S̃ t , which is more than enough to cover our short
–i ( T – t )
asset position in the asset that has value – S̃ t e
. In addition, we have a long
position in the call with value C̃ t . Because the net portfolio value is positive at
expiration and also in the event the put is exercised early, the initial investment
must be negative (since if it were zero or positive, there would be a certain arbi– iT
– iT
trage). And, if Se – X – C + P < 0 , then Se – X < C + P .
To establish the right-hand side inequality of (6.12b), consider the arbitrage
portfolio trades in Table 6.6. To generate the table entries, again assume the
right-hand side inequality of (6.9b) is reversed. This means the asset price is
underpriced, the put is underpriced, and/or the call is overpriced. The arbitrage
portfolio trades must account for all possibilities. We should buy the asset, buy
the put, sell the call, and sell some risk-free bonds. At the options’ expiration,
iT
the portfolio is certain to have positive value S̃ T ( e – 1 ) . If ST < X, we exercise
iT
the put and sell the asset. The long asset position has a value S̃ T e , which is
more than enough to pay for the unit of the asset owed on the put. The cash
received from exercising the put is used to cover our risk-free bond obligation.
On the other hand, if ST ≥ X, the call option holder exercises, implying that we
receive X in return for delivering one unit of the asset. We use the call received
from the call option holder to retire the risk-free bond position. The value of
iT
our asset position, S̃ T e , is more than we need to deliver on the put.
The early exercise feature of the American-style call must also be considered, that is, what happens if the call option holder decides to exercise early on
day t? Looking at Table 6.6, we see that the call exercise obligation is – ( S̃ t – X ) .
But, if we receive X, that is more than enough to cover the balance of –Xe–r(T–t)
in risk-free bonds. We must pay S̃ t , but we have more than one unit of the asset,
i(T – t)
that is, S̃ t e
. In addition, we have a long position in the put with value P̃ t .
Since the net portfolio value is positive at expiration and in the event the call is
exercised early, the initial investment must be negative. And, if –S + Xe–rT + C –
P < 0, C – P < S – Xe–rT.
TABLE 6.6 Arbitrage portfolio trades supporting American-style put-call parity where the
underlying asset has a continuous net carry rate, C – P < S – Xe–rT.

Trades

Initial
Investment

Early
Exercise at t

Buy asset
Buy put option
Sell call option
Sell risk-free bonds

–S
–P
C
XerT

S̃ t e
P̃ t
– ( S̃ t – X )
–Xe–r(T–t)

Net portfolio value

–S – P + XerT + C

Value on Day T
ST < X

it

iT

S̃ T e
X – S̃ T
0
–X

S̃ t ( e – 1 ) + P̃ t
it

+ X[1 – e

–r ( T – t )

S̃ T ( e
]

iT

– 1)

ST ≥ X
iT

S̃ T e
0
– ( S̃ T – X )
–X
S̃ T ( e

iT

– 1)
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TABLE 6.7

No-arbitrage price relations for European- and American-style options where the
underlying asset has a continuous net carry rate.
Description

European-Style Options

American-Style Options

Lower price bound for call c ≥ max(0,Se–iT – Xe–rT) C ≥ max(0,Se–iT – Xe–rT, S – X)
Lower price bound for put p ≥ max(0,Xe–rT – Se–iT) P ≥ max[0,Xe–rT – Se–iT, X – S]
Put-call parity relation
c – p = Se–iT – Xe–rT
S – X < C – P < Se–iT – Xe–rT if i ≤ 0
Se–iT – X < C – P < S – Xe–rT if i > 0

Summary
This completes the derivations of no-arbitrage price relations for European-style
and American-style options on assets with a continuous net carry rate. For convenience, a summary of the no-arbitrage relations is provided in Table 6.7.

DISCRETE FLOWS
With the no-arbitrage price relations for an underlying asset with a continuous
carry cost rate in hand, the focus now turns to developing the same set of relations for an asset that has interest cost modeled as a continuous rate but noninterest costs/benefits modeled as a discrete flow. If the noninterest flow is income
such as in the case of a cash dividend payment on a share of stock or a coupon
payment on a bond, the income is represented as a positive value, that is, It > 0.
If the flow is a cost such as, say, warehouse rent from storing an inventory of
wheat, the income is represented as a negative value, that is, It < 0. Again, since
this book deals primarily with financial assets, most of the illustrations will have
It discussed as being a positive value. Although It represents a cash payment on
any type of asset, we will call It a dividend payment throughout this section for
expositional convenience.

Lower Price Bound of European-Style Call
The lower price bound of a European-style call option on an asset that makes a
single, discrete cash dividend payment during the option’s life is
c ≥ max ( 0, S – I t e

– rt

– Xe

– rT

)

(6.13)

In this relation, Ite–rt is the present value of the promised dividend to be received
at time t, where t < T. The arbitrage trading strategy that supports (6.13) is: sell
the asset, buy a call, and buy risk-free bonds. The initial investment and terminal values are shown in Table 6.8. The first row in the table represents the short
asset position. Today, we collect S, and, at the option’s expiration, the short
position must be covered at a cost of S̃ t . Shorting an asset, however, requires
that we pay any dividends on the underlying asset. If we are short a stock and
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TABLE 6.8

Arbitrage portfolio trades supporting lower price bound of European-style call
option where the underlying asset pays a discrete cash dividend, C – P < S – Xe–rT.

Trades

Initial
Investment

Cash Flow
at t

Sell asset
Buy call option
Buy risk-free bonds

S
–c
–Xe–rT – Ite–rt

–It

Net portfolio value

S – Ite–rt – Xe–rT – c

Value on Day T
ST < X

ST ≥ X

It

– S̃ T
0
X

– S̃ T
S̃ T – X
X

0

X – S̃ T

0

the stock pays a dividend, for example, we are obliged to pay the dividend out
of our own pocket. Since the dividend is made during the option’s life (i.e., t <
T), the first row has a cash outflow of –It paid on day t. The second row shows
the long call position. On day t, the call is worth nothing if ST < X and S̃ T – X if
ST ≥ X. Finally, we buy some risk-free bonds. The amount necessary must be
sufficient to cover the payment of the exercise price, X, on day T and the payment of the cash dividend, It, on day t, that is, –Xe–rT – Ite–rt. Since the portfolio
is certain to have a nonnegative net value on day t, the net portfolio value today
must be less than or equal to 0, which implies c ≥ S – Ite–rt – Xe–rT.

Lower Price Bound of American-Style Call
A discrete cash dividend payment on the underlying asset affects the early exercise behavior of American-style call options differently than in the continuous
carry rate case. In the case of an American-style call written on a stock, it may
be optimal to exercise either just prior to the ex-dividend date (when the stock
price falls by It) or at expiration. Early exercise between today and the ex-dividend instant and between the ex-dividend instant and expiration are not optimal because the call is worth more alive than dead.13 The lower price bound of
an American-style call is therefore the lower bound of a call expiring at the exdividend instant, max(0,S – Xe–rt), and the lower bound of the call expiring at
expiration, max(0,S – Ite–rt – Xe–rT). Combining these two results,
c ≥ max(0,S – Xe–rt,S – Ite–rt – Xe–rT)

(6.14)

Early Exercise of American-Style Call Options
The last two terms on the right-hand side of (6.14) provide important guidance
in deciding whether to exercise the American call option early, just prior to the
13

By not exercising in the period prior to ex-dividend, the call option holder enjoys the benefits of implicitly earning interest on the dividend and the exercise price of the call. By not exercising after the ex-dividend date but before expiration, the call option holder enjoys the
benefit of implicitly earning interest on the exercise price of the call.
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ex-date. The second term in the parentheses is the present value of the early proceeds of the call. If this amount is less than the lower price bound of the call that
expires normally, that is, if
S – Xe–rt < S – Ite–rt – Xe–rT
an American-style call will not be exercised early. To understand why, rewrite
the expression as
It < X[1 – e–r(T–t)]

(6.15)

The American-style call will not be exercised early if the cash flow (e.g., dividend
or coupon payment) captured by exercising prior to the ex-date is less than the
interest implicitly earned by deferring exercise from the ex-date until expiration.
The logic underlying the relation (6.15) also applies to the case where there
are multiple known dividends paid during the call option’s life. Take a stock
option, for example. If the ith dividend is less than the present value of the interest income that can be implicitly earned as a result of deferring the payment of
the exercise price until the next dividend payment, that is, if
Ii < X [ 1 – e

–r ( ti + 1 – ti )

]

(6.16)

exercising just prior to the ith dividend payment will not be optimal. This relation proves useful for simplifying the valuation of long-term stock options, as
will be shown in Chapter 13. The following example shows that dividendinduced early exercise on a long-term American-style call is most likely to occur
just prior to the last dividend payment during the option’s life.
ILLUSTRATION 6.7 Identify prospect of early exercise for American-style calls on dividendpaying stocks.
Identify whether an American-style call option with an exercise price of 50 and one year
remaining to expiration may be exercised early just prior to any of the dividend payments. Assume that the stock pays a quarterly dividend of 0.50 in 70 days, 161 days, 252
days, and 343 days. Assume the risk-free rate of interest is 5%.
Whether or not the call may be exercised early depends on the amount of the dividend
payment in relation to the present value of the interest income implicitly received by
deferring the payment of the exercise price. For the first dividend, compute the values in
expression (6.16) and find
0.50 < 50 [ 1 – e

– 0.05 ( 161 ⁄ 365 – 70 ⁄ 365 )

] = 0.6194

Hence, the call will not optimally be exercised just prior to the first dividend payment.
The same is true for the second and third dividend payments, as shown in the table
below.
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Quarter

Cash
Dividend

Days to Dividend
Payment

Years to Dividend
Payment

PV of Interest
Income

1
2
3
4

0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50

70
161
252
343

0.1918
0.4411
0.6904
0.9397

0.6194
0.6194
0.6194
0.1505

For the last dividend payment in 353 days, condition (6.13) is violated, that is,
0.50 > 50 [ 1 – e

– 0.05 ( 365 – 343 ) ⁄ 365

] = 0.1505

This implies that exercise just prior to the last dividend payment during this option’s life
may be optimal.

Lower Price Bound of European-Style Put
The lower price bound for the European-style put option is
p ≥ max ( 0, Xe

– rT

– S + It e

– rt

)

(6.17)

Again, the asset price is reduced by the present value of the promised cash dividend on the asset. Unlike the call, however, the dividend payment increases the
lower price bound of the European-style put. Because the put option is the right
to sell the underlying asset at a fixed price, a discrete drop in the asset price such
as one induced by the payment of a dividend on a stock serves to increase the
value of the option. The arbitrage trades driving this relation are buy a put, buy
a share of stock, and sell Ite–rt + Xe–rT risk-free bonds.

Lower Price Bound of American-Style Put
The lower price bound of the American-style put is
P ≥ max ( 0, Xe

– rt

– S + It e

– rt

, X – S)

(6.18)

The second term on the right-hand side is the present value of the exercise proceeds if the put is exercised just after the dividend payment. This lower price
bound is supported by the arbitrage trades listed above for the European-style put.
The third term on the right is the exercise proceeds if the put is exercised immediately. If P < X – S, a costless arbitrage profit can be earned by buying the put and
the asset, and then exercising the put. The arbitrage profit is X – S – P > 0.

Early Exercise of American-Style Put Options
The early exercise behavior induced by the discrete cash dividend on the asset is
different for the American-style put that it was for the call. If the third term
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exceeds the second in (6.18), the put will not be exercised early prior to the payment date. In that period the interest earned on the exercise proceeds of the
option is less than the drop in the stock price from the payment of the dividend.
For the third term to be larger than the second, that is,
Xe

– rt

– S + It e

– rt

>X–S

it must be the case that
It > X ( e – 1 )
rt

(6.19)

In other words, if the amount of the dividend amount exceeds the interest
income that will accrue on the cash received if the put is exercised immediately,
the put will not optimally be exercised early.
As in the case of the call, this argument can be generalized to handle the
multiple dividends during the life of an American-style put. Again, consider a
stock option. If the ith dividend is greater than the interest that will accrue over
the period,
Ii > X [ e

r ( ti – ti – 1 )

– 1]

(6.20)

the put will not be exercised before the dividend payment, as the illustration
below shows.
ILLUSTRATION 6.8 Identify prospect of early exercise for American-style puts on dividendpaying stocks.
Identify whether an American-style put option with an exercise price of 50 and one year
remaining to expiration may be exercised early just after any of the dividend payments.
Assume that the stock pays a quarterly dividend of 0.50 in 70 days, 161 days, 252 days,
and 343 days. Assume the risk-free rate of interest is 5%.
Whether or not the put may be exercised early depends on the amount of the dividend payment in relation to the interest income that could be earned if the put were exercised immediately. For the first dividend, compute the values in expression (6.20), that is,
0.50 > 50 [ e

0.05 ( 70 ⁄ 365 )

– 1 ] = 0.4818

This implies that the put will not be exercised before the first dividend payment in 70
days.
The computation for the second dividend is
0.50 > 50 [ e

0.05 ( 161 ⁄ 365 – 70 ⁄ 365 )

– 1 ] = 0.6272

This implies that the put may be exercised in the period between the first and second dividends. The same is true between the second and third dividends, and the third and
fourth dividends, as indicated below. Early exercise after the fourth dividend is paid may
also be optimal since no more dividends are paid during the option’s life.
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Quarter

Cash
Dividend

Days to
Dividend Payment

Years to
Dividend Payment

Accrued
Interest

1
2
3
4

0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50

70
161
252
343

0.1918
0.4411
0.6904
0.9397

0.4818
0.6272
0.6272
0.6272

Put-Call Parity for European-Style Options
Put-call parity for European-style options on assets with discrete noninterest
cash flows is
c – p = S – It e

– rt

– Xe

– rT

(6.21)

To see this, assume the left-hand side of (6.21) is less than the right-hand side. If
such is the case, an arbitrage profit can be made by selling the asset, selling the
put, buying the call, and buying some risk-free bonds. The arbitrage is shown in
Table 6.9. On day t, the net portfolio value is certain to be 0. The same is true on
day t, when the cash dividend is made. Thus the value at time 0, S – Ite–rt – Xe–rT
+ p – c, represents the arbitrage profit and is positive if the left-hand side of (6.21)
is less than the right-hand side. Since the market cannot be in equilibrium, arbitrage will continue until the net portfolio value goes to 0. When it does, the market is in equilibrium and (6.21) holds.

Put-Call Parity for American-Style Options
The put-call parity for American-style options on assets with discrete cash dividends is
S – It e

– rt

– X ≤ C – P ≤ S – It e

– rt

– Xe

– rT

(6.22)

To understand why, we consider each inequality in (6.22) in turn. The inequality
on the left can be derived by considering the values of a portfolio that consists
TABLE 6.9

Arbitrage portfolio trades supporting European-style put-call parity where the
underlying asset pays a discrete cash dividend, c – p = S – Ite–rt – Xe–rT.
Initial
Investment

Cash Flow
at t

Sell asset
Sell put option
Buy call option
Buy risk-free bonds

S
p
–c
–Xe–rT – Ite–rt

–It

Net portfolio value

S – Ite–rt – Xe–rT + p – c

Trades

Value on day T
ST < X

ST ≥ X

It

– S̃ T
– ( X – S̃ T )
0
X

– S̃ T
0
S̃ T – X
X

0

0

0
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of buying a call, selling a put, selling the stock, and buying X + Ite–rt in risk-free
bonds. Table 6.10 contains these trades as well as the net portfolio value.
In Table 6.10, we see that, if all positions stay open until expiration, the net
portfolio value is positive independent of whether the terminal asset price is
above or below the exercise price of the options. If the terminal asset price is
above the exercise price, the call option is exercised, and the asset acquired at
exercise price X is used to deliver, in part, against the short asset position. If the
terminal asset price is below the exercise price, the put is exercised. The asset
received in the exercise of the put is used to cover the short stock position. In
the event the put is exercised early at time τ, the investment in the risk-free
bonds is more than sufficient to cover the payment of the exercise price, and the
asset received upon delivery can be used to cover the short asset position. In
addition, the call position remains open and has a nonnegative value. In other
words, the combination of securities described in Table 6.10 will never have a
negative future value. And, if the future value is certain to be nonnegative, the
sum of the initial investment column must be nonpositive. In the absence of
costless arbitrage opportunities, the left-hand inequality of (6.22) must hold.
The right inequality of (6.19) may be derived using the same portfolio used
to prove European-style put-call parity. Table 6.11 contains the arbitrage portfolio trades. In this case, the net portfolio value at expiration is certain to be 0
should the option positions stay open until that time. In the event the American
call option holder decides to exercise early, the portfolio holder delivers his share
of stock, receives cash in the amount of the exercise price, and then used the cash
to retire his outstanding debt. After these actions are taken, the portfolio holder
still has an open long put position and cash in the amount of X[1 – e–r(T–τ)]. Since
the portfolio is certain to have non-negative outcomes, the initial value must be
negative or the right-hand inequality of (6.22) must hold.

Summary
This completes our derivations of arbitrage relations for European-style and
American-style options on assets with discrete cash dividends. Options on diviTABLE 6.10 Arbitrage trades supporting American-style put-call parity where the
underlying asset pays a discrete cash dividend, S – Ite–rt – X < C – P.

Trades

Initial
Value

Buy call
Sell put
Sell asset
Buy risk-free bonds

–C
P
S
–Ite–rt – X

Net portfolio value

–C + P + S
– Ite–rt – X

Ex-Day
Value (t)

Put Exercised
Early,
Intermediate
Value (τ)

Put Exercised Normally,
Terminal Value (T)
S̃ T ≤ X

S̃ T > X

–It
It

C̃ τ
– ( X – S̃ τ )
– S̃ τ
Xerτ

0
– ( X – S̃ T )
– S̃ T
XerT

S̃ T – X
0
– S̃ T
XerT

0

C̃ τ + X ( e – 1 )

X(erT – 1)

X(erT – 1)

rτ
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TABLE 6.11 Arbitrage trades supporting American-style put-call parity where the underlying
asset pays a discrete cash dividend, C – P < S – Ite–rt – Xe–rT.

Trades

Initial
Value

Sell call
Buy put
Buy stock
Sell risk-free bonds

C
–P
–S
–rt
Ite + Xe–rT

Net portfolio value

C–P–S
+ Ite–rt + X

Call Exercised
Normally,
Terminal Value (T)

Ex-Day
Value (t)

Call Exercised
Early,
Intermediate
Value (τ)

S̃ T ≤ X

S̃ T > X

It
–It

– ( S̃ τ – X )
P̃ τ
S̃ τ
–Xe–r(T–τ)

0
X – S̃ τ
S̃ T
–X

– ( S̃ T – X )
0
S̃ T
–X

0

0

0

P̃ τ + X ( 1 – e

r(T – τ)

)

TABLE 6.12 No-arbitrage price relations for European- and American-style options on assets
where the underlying asset pays a discrete cash dividend.
Description

European-Style Options

American-Style Options

Lower price bound for call c ≥ max(0,S – Ite–rt – Xe–rT) c ≥ max[0,S – Xe–rt,S – Ite–rt – X]
Lower price bound for put p ≥ max(0,Xe–rT – S + Ite–rt) P ≥ max(0,X – S,Xe–rt – S + Ite–rt)
S – Ite–rt – X ≤ C – P
Put-call parity relation
c – p = S – Ite–rt – Xe–rT
≤ S – Ite–rt – Xe–rT

dend-paying stocks and on coupon-bearing bonds fall into this category. Before
proceeding with a discussion of arbitrage relations for futures options, we summarize our results in Table 6.12.

NO-ARBITRAGE FUTURES OPTIONS RELATIONS
A futures option is like an asset option, except that if the option is exercised, a
futures position is entered. Exercising a call option on a futures contract, for
example, means that the holder will receive a long position in the futures at a
price equal to the exercise price of the call.
Developing the lower bounds and put-call parity for European- and American-style futures options follows directly from the previous discussions. All we
need to do is recall the prepaid version of the net cost of carry relations for futures:
Fe–rT = Se–iT where noninterest costs are modeled as a continuous rate (i.e., equation (4.5) in Chapter 4), and Fe–rT = S – Ie–it where noninterest costs are modeled
as a discrete flow (i.e., equation (4.7) in Chapter 4). Substituting Fe–rT = Se–iT into
the no-arbitrage price relations summarized in Table 6.7 or Fe–rT = S – Ie–it in the
relations summarized in Table 6.12 produces the no-arbitrage price relations for
futures options summarized in Table 6.13. The arbitrage portfolios supporting
each of these relations are the same as those used to derive the relations for the
asset throughout the chapter.
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TABLE 6.13

No-arbitrage price relations for European- and American-style options on
futures contracts.
Description
Lower price bound for call
Lower price bound for put
Put-call parity relation

European-Style Options

American-Style Options

c ≥ max[0,e–rT(F – X)]
p ≥ max[0,e–rT(X – F)]

C ≥ max(0,F – X)

–rT

c–p=e

(F – X)

–rT

Fe

P ≥ max(0,X – F)
– X < C – P < F – Xe–rT

NO-ARBITRAGE INTER-MARKET RELATIONS
In many cases, both asset options and futures options trade concurrently. The
Chicago Board Options Exchange, for example, lists options on the S&P 500
index, while the Chicago Mercantile Exchanges lists options on the S&P 500
futures (which, in turn, is written on the S&P 500 index). The prices of asset
options are inextricably linked to the prices of futures options. Under the
assumption that the futures and options expire simultaneously and that the
exercise prices of the asset and futures options are the same, a number of noarbitrage price relations may be derived. Next we present such relations for
European-style and American-style options.

European-Style Options
The price of a European-style asset option is equal to the price of the corresponding futures option, that is,
c(S) = c(F)

(6.23a)

p(S) = p(F)

(6.23b)

and

The reason is that at expiration the payoffs of the asset option and the futures
option are identical. Suppose, for the sake of illustration, that the price of a call on
a futures exceeds the price of a call on an asset. In such a situation, costless arbitrage profits may be earned by buying the asset call and selling the futures call, as is
shown in Table 6.14 below. The long asset option position pays nothing at expiration if the terminal asset price is less than the exercise price and pays S̃ T – X if the
terminal asset price exceeds the exercise price. At the same time, the short futures
option position expires worthless at expiration if the terminal futures (asset) price
is less than the exercise price and costs – ( F̃ T – X ) if the terminal futures (asset)
price exceeds the exercise price. But, since F̃ T = S̃ T , the net portfolio value is certain to be zero. A portfolio that is certain to pay nothing on day T must cost nothing. Hence, in the absence of costless arbitrage opportunities, European-style asset
options and European-style futures options have the same price.
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TABLE 6.14

Arbitrage portfolio trades demonstrating the equivalence of prices of Europeanstyle call options on an asset and a futures, c(F) = c(S).
Value on Day T
Trades

Initial Investment

ST < X

ST ≥ X

Buy call option on asset
Sell call option on futures

–c(S)
c(F)

0
0

S̃ T – X
– ( F̃ T – X ) = – ( S̃ T – X )

c(F) – c(S)

0

0

Net portfolio value

TABLE 6.15

No-arbitrage relations between the prices of asset options and futures options.

Description

European-Style Options

American-Style Options

Call

c(S) = c(F)

Put

p(S) = p(F)

C(S) < C(F) if F > S
C(S) > C(F) if F < S
P(S) > P(F) if F > S
P(S) < P(F) if F < S

American-Style Options
The relation between the price of an American-style asset option and the price
of the corresponding futures option depends on whether the futures price is
greater than the asset price or not. If F > S,
C(S) < C(F)

(6.24a)

P(S) > P(F)

(6.24b)

and

To see this, consider the American-style call options. Since both the call on the
futures and the call on the asset may be exercised early, we can compare the
early exercise proceeds to establish which has greater value. The call on the
asset has immediate early exercise proceeds of S – X and the call on the futures
has early exercise proceeds of F – X > S – X. Thus as long as there is some
chance of early exercise, the call on the futures is worth more than the call on
the asset and the put on the asset is worth more than the put on the futures.
For cases where futures price is less than the asset price, the opposite results
hold, that is,
C(S) > C(F)

(6.25a)

P(S) < P(F)

(6.25b)

and

The above arbitrage argument is merely reversed. Table 6.15 summarizes the
results.
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SUMMARY
This chapter develops no-arbitrage price relations for European- and Americanstyle options under the assumption that no costless arbitrage (i.e., free money)
opportunities available in the marketplace. The net cost of carry of the underlying asset again plays an important role. Consequently, we model interest cost as
a constant continuous rate and the noninterest cost as a continuous rate or as a
discrete flow, depending on the nature of the underlying asset. For options on
stock indexes, currencies, and some commodities, the continuous rate assumption is most appropriate. For options on stocks, bonds, and other commodities,
the discrete flow assumption is preferred. With the assumptions and net cost of
carry definitions in hand, lower price bounds, put-call parity price relations, and
intermarket price relations are derived for both European-style and Americanstyle options on an asset and on a forward/futures. The results in this chapter
are general and apply to any underlying asset. These price relations will prove to
be important in the risk management strategies of later chapters.
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